SPRING SEMESTER 2017--WHERE WE ARE

- In process or completed revision of all CLO, PLO, SSO, SSPO and AUO. Completion target, Spring 2017
- Institutional Learning Outcomes finalized and the College began the mapping process. Completion target Spring 2017
- The Guide was revised and placed on the website
- Re-designed the web version for better accessibility
- Taskstream work space re-design complete
- Institutionalized "Outcomes Across the Campus"--following Convocation each semester
- DOC assigned and IEPI grant payments in process
- IEPI grant funds received, grant plans in process

WHERE WE ARE GOING

- Continue to expand the assessment process in instruction, student services, and administrative services.
- Establish procedures for Program Outcomes and Student Service Program Outcomes Assessment
- Gather data from DOCs, ongoing presentations at COA meetings
- Establish methods of collecting "hallway conversations"
- Conduct trainings--Orientation for DOCs at beginning of the semester, Taskstream training on new work space in progress
- Facilitate workshops--Assessment Techniques, Use of Rubrics, Best Practices
- Announce/Attend Conferences--CCCLA, AAHLE, NILOA
- Develop plans for a Mesa Summer Assessment Institute
- Evaluate Taskstream as Mesa’s Data Management Tool for Outcomes and look at alternative systems
- Strengthen the connection between Outcomes and Program Review
- Address Accreditation concerns regarding transparency of Outcomes across departments/programs and publicly

GOALS

1. Monitor and report on the IEPI action plan and grant
2. Deliver support for outcomes assessment across the campus
3. Provide training on the revised Taskstream platform
4. Assess the success of the revised design
5. Expand the outcomes assessment webpage
6. Engage the full campus in the outcomes assessment process
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